
Envision being strangled in the nauseating stench of rotting carcasses, each cow head 
staring at you with lifeless eyes, as you only imagine the process of making the perfect 
steak. Screams of agony ring throughout the slaughterhouse as men in white slit their 
throats, a maroon pond manifesting where the animal last stood. This is the life that 
many farm animals need to endure, and in the end, nothing is still alive by the time they 
turn old. Their deaths are one cacophonous symphony conducted by human greed and 
folly. Veganism prevents 30% of animal slaughtering per year, making it the healthiest 
decision. 

Us We humans have been veiled by the news articles claiming we need red meat in our 
diets. Imagine cattle being herded into their deaths, where bolts of metal penetrate their 
heads just to provide an unnecessary meal of steak. It is shown that vegetables can 
provide 100% of a human’s nutrients, so why blemish animal lives for burgers? As 
animals are sent into the slaughterhouse, withering chains of confinement strap them 
into a definite journey into Death’s open arms. Only 3% of Australia is vegan, which 
gives it a C in animal welfare, according to World Atlas. Veganism provides all vitamins 
without slaying animals for the sake of it. 

Think of animals in a fabricated reality where they have been veiled by peaceful pasture 
life and our immoral insanity has led us to provide knives sharpened in a row of 
scintillating wickedness. Australian prime minister capitalise the letters! Anthony Albanese said 

that slaughterhouses were immoral and veganism was the best choice in a press 
conference on the 18th of December. It isn’t moral to raise an innocent animal only to be 
murdered in the very blood their ancestors died in. 90% of animals in slaughterhouses 
suffer from diseases, and the owner of Escarpment’s Edge claimed to inject penicillin 
into a lamb’s vein. 

As humans, our environment is greatly influenced by the animals that we murder. 
Imagine weighing the importance of a meal over the world’s health, as we delve deeper 
into man’s unethical values. Farm animals produce a significant amount of contribution, 
posing 40% of the world’s ecosystem. If we deprive Nature of these creatures, the only 
result will be the deploration of our own critical resources. Like the smearing of an artist’s 
canvas, nature’s gifts would be erased from history if we don’t switch to veganism. We 
would be sensibly using nature’s produce instead of exploiting it. 

Therefore, veganism should be encouraged, not looked down upon. Imagine living in a 
world cloaked in a leafy bonnet of nature and goodwill, where animals stray like 
honeybees in search of pollen. Not slaughtering these animals improves our 
environment, health and morals. 

You did fantastic work with some descriptive language at the beginning of your essay. You already made a good point 

about your stand, and you were able to provide evidence that supports your claim. However, make sure you explain the 

relevance of the evidence you were able to establish. This is critical because this makes your piece much more credible. In 

addition to that, I suggest you further elaborate on your stand; presenting questions that the reader will be forced to 

answer for themselves, later on, is another good persuasive strategy, especially when the information provided to help 

make that decision is supportive of your point of view. Moreover, another effective persuasion technique is the use of 
empathy. The reader is more inclined to believe you if they feel like you can relate to and understand their experiences. 

Emotional appeal is important for persuasive writing, as it targets the audience’s sensitivities and provides a logical 

explanation for why their beliefs should change. Take note of the suggestions. Nevertheless, you did excellent work on this 

work. Keep up the hard work! 
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